
vida, actualidad y cultura



Digital Content supports students in formative and summative
assessments scenarios.

 
Diagnostic exams will provide data for proper language level
placement.

Unit assessments will determine students strengths and gaps of
content knowledge/mastery of standards.

All formative assessments have the option for content mastery via
multiple attempts through our LMS.  

Assessments 

Anécdotas Series includes an initial

placement exam, midterm exam and a final

examination. Each unit also incorporates an

end of unit summative assessment that will

be paired with the unit project.

 



Our workbook consists of Integrated
application and extension activities that

further the inquiry on the theme
presented. These activities are perfect
to review the content presented on the

text as homework assignments or
classwork activities.

Workbooks

The workbook is the perfect formative

assessment tool that recycles and reuses course

concepts and academic language. Our goal is

to make input comprehensible in order to

achieve proficiency based language instruction.



Our articles are an important foundation in
the development of our thematic units since

we present contemporary themes and
make invaluable connections with cultural

products, practices and perspectives.

Interpretive Communication
Receptive Structure in Service of Communication
Cultural Products, Practices, and Perspectives
Connections to Other Disciplines
Diverse Perspectives and Distinctive Viewpoints

Lecturas contemporáneas
Our program’s mission is to grant the student

the opportunity to connect with current

events, explore and experience culture, make

cross-linguistic connections and develop life

skills necessary for college and career.

Our content is presented through a variety of

text types: contemporary and current event

articles, literary texts, videos, and audios from

individuals representing Spanish-speaking

countries in real cultural settings.



Grammar is contextualized

and derived from the articles

presented.  Input is

comprehensible and language

structures  are presented in

an innovative way.

 

A wide range of grammar tasks

are used to capture the

multiple components that

students must learn to

communicate with accuracy in

different contexts.

 

Grammar concepts are presented in a
simple and student friendly way to both

students and teachers.

Interpretive Communication
Receptive Structures in Service of Communication
Productive Structures in Service  of Communication

La gramática en contexto

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3KuDHKX0Vo


Orthography concepts are presented
in a simple and student friendly way

to both students and teachers by
using a story that makes the students

laugh and enjoy their learning. 

Orthography is contextualized

and derived from the amusing

story presented in each

Anécdotas book.  Input is

comprehensible and language

structures  are presented in an

innovative way.

 

Interpretive Communication
Receptive Structures in Service of Communication
Productive Structures in Service of Communication
Comparisons in Services of Communication

La ortografia en contexto



We understand the

importance of exposing

students to ALL types of arts,

not only to prepare them for

upper level courses such as:  

AP language, AP literature,

International Baccalaureate,

but to make sure they

understand the importance

of these beautiful

techniques that changed

and are still changing our

way of living.

ImaginARTE allows for arts appreciation
through a variety of audio and visual
stimuli to make personal and cultural

connections with the content. 

Interpretive Communication 
Interpersonal Communication
Cultural Products, Practices, and Perspectives
Intercultural Influences
Diverse Perspectives  & Distinctive Viewpoints

ImaginARTE 
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We offer an additional literary

supplement that will support literacy in

the target language.
 

Fábula

Poemas

Cuentos 

Canciones

Teatro 

Humor

Anécdotas

Editorial
 

and many more!

 

 

 

Our program presents literature from
diverse Spanish speaking countries
beginning with Anécdotas Level 1.

Conexiones literarias



We understand the importance of culture
and our program goes beyond “The culture

gram”. We have dedicated 10 pages per
unit that highlight the beauty of our roots:
history, indigenous groups, gastronomy,

traditions, art, celebrations, music, hobbies,
sports and hispanic celebrities. 
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Diverse Perspectives & Distinctive Viewpoints

Cultura: Un viaje por el mundo
In order to connect to our

students’ contemporary lifestyles,

we have added authentic

audiovisual components such as

videos by YouTubers who are

invested in providing authentic

real life experiences to promote

personal values.

We present Culture in a

holistic approach integrated in

each units’ theme. Our

students will explore cultural

practices, products, and

perspectives with activities

that will incite them to want to

explore even more.
 



The program offers life-skills opportunities
through the section “Herramientas para la vida”
where students learn authentic real-world and
academic language appropriate for exercising

the target language outside of the classroom in
real-world settings and for personal growth.
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In order to connect to our students’

contemporary lifestyles, we have added

authentic audiovisual components such

as videos by YouTubers who are

invested in providing authentic real life

experiences to promote personal

beliefs and values.

Herramientas para la vida



APrendamos is a section where all the important
steps of the AP Spanish levels such as: AP Spanish

Language and Culture and AP Spanish Literature
and Culture are carefully reviewed and learned by

by using attainable and appealing activities 
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Our goal is not only to prepare

the student but to make sure

they acquire all the necessary

tools for their personal and

professional success. 

Unit Walkthrough 



We strive to provide our students
with meaningful real life projects

that will foster academic skills and
workforce readiness.
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Our students are challenged

through active exploration to

acquire deeper knowledge and

problem-solving skills.

 

Increase academic achievement

through activities that promote

Cross-Cultural Competence and

Social-Emotional learning.

Project Based Learning



vida, actualidad y cultura

innovative

integrated

authentic


